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She was very keen on oh I can’t remember the name of the film, a Keanu Reeves’ film she was really, and River Phoenix was it? I can’t remember the name of the film, but yes, that was very useful to build upon [laughs] she was certainly yes very enthusiastic [...] and yes I think you can draw morals from these things and extend them to, to relate to your own lives. [Heather - Mother 6]

Peter O’Toole particularly, when she was at college she was absolutely besotted with Peter O’Toole in Lawrence of Arabia […] to the extent that just about everything, I mean she still collects things with camels on, it’s just kind of become a sort of cliché in our house ‘Oh it’s got a camel on, it’s for Mum’… [Jo – Daughter 5]

The quotations above offer two striking examples of the many and important ways in which film stars and celebrities can be operationalised within mother-daughter relationships. They point to how stars might open up conversations between mothers and daughters about potentially awkward subjects during adolescence or become part of a light-hearted family custom of gift-giving and collecting within their adult relationship. Here, stars are not only - or straightforwardly - read as ‘texts’, or appreciated for their skills and talents, or admired as particular kinds of ideal images. Rather, what can be read or appreciated or admired about stars, is mobilised by mothers and daughters within their interactions, and with particular purposes. This article explores some of the diverse ways in which film stars are utilised in mother-daughter relationships by drawing on materials from a large-scale quali-quantitative audience project which explored how film stars are actually used in practice by female audiences in their important and intimate relationships, interactions and shared experiences. The study’s overarching finding was that film stars perform various functions within mother-daughter relationships contingent upon the socio-demographic make-up of the dyad and that these then interrelate with more individualised factors. Yet further to this, and at the focus of this article, is a significant shift that can be identified with regard to the kinds of roles that stars play in dyadic relations, particularly as a daughter experiences various transitional phases into adulthood, demonstrating that a shared interest in stars plays successive functions according to the life cycle of the mother-daughter relationship.

Empirical audience research is acknowledged as a relative rarity within contemporary Star and Celebrity Studies (Rojek 2001, Austin and Barker 2003). The work which has been carried out, while valuable, has tended to be sporadic and commonly a one-off, exploratory project by an inquisitive scholar. Furthermore, significant studies that have been undertaken – like that of Jackie Stacey (1994) – continue to be dominated by Richard Dyer’s star image approach (1979, 1986) through their concern with a perceived dialogic relationship between the star image and the spectator. They are concerned with how people interpret the star as a ‘star text’, becoming ‘trapped in a realm of textuality’ and overlooking the ‘social activity of stardom’ (McDonald 1998: 2000). Thomas Austin and Martin Barker’s 2003 collection of essays on stardom included a three-chapter section dedicated to audiences for stars, seeking to consolidate the advances made to the knowledge and understanding of stars and their audiences. Common to these essays is a focus on audiences’ responses to a specific, researcher-selected star. This presents a problem in that it assumes from the study’s inception what it is that makes someone a ‘star’ to their audience, thus setting certain parameters on what might be disclosed about star-audience relations. In the decade or so since Austin and Barker’s book, which sought to revitalise Star Studies and endorse empirical investigations of audience relations with stars, a considerable number of anthologies and academic readers have been published on the topic of stars, celebrity and celebrity culture (Fischer and Landy 2004, Holmes and Redmond 2006, Holmes and Redmond 2007 and Soila 2009). However, of the work included in these volumes there remains an absence of the use of empirical research techniques to investigate the relationship between stars/celebrities and their audiences.
My own interest for the larger research study then, was in what audiences might actually do with their admiration (or indeed disapprobation) for stars; in attribution, rather than interpretation. Although more akin therefore to the work of Samantha Barbas (2001) and Rachel Moseley (2002) who demonstrate how historical audiences actively used stars in their lived practices, I wanted to focus on the function of stars in people’s relations with others. In other words, to foreground how star images and star discourse are operationalised in the course of social interactions between people in their intimate relationships. More specifically, the research was prompted by my own personal world view and experience; from the fact that my mother and I have a mutual admiration for Audrey Hepburn. In her audience study of women’s historical relationship with Hepburn, Moseley (2002) notes that many of the younger women she interviewed had come to admire the star, as she herself had done, by watching old films with their mothers as they were growing up. She argues that these frequent references to their own mothers conveys a discourse about ‘mothering’, in terms of both a personal nostalgia for their mother-daughter relationship and a discourse about ‘mothering’ Hepburn, whose characters frequently lack a mother figure (Ibid: 189-190). 
The notion of mothers and daughters ‘bonding’ over a cultural phenomenon or experience had earlier been explored by Helen Taylor (1989) in her study of the meanings and significances of Gone With The Wind in women’s lives. Taylor argues that the pleasure in the novel, and likewise therefore the film, may serve as a significant shared connection between generations of women. However, Moseley and Taylor’s accounts of the way in which a cultural product might actively function in women’s relationships with each other is only an interesting but minor digression in the course of their overall thesis rather than the central concern. The research study on which this article draws moves it to centre stage. But doing so requires a very different approach to those previously employed in Star and Celebrity Studies, audience research or, in fact, within Film Studies more widely. As a result, it became clear that it would be pertinent to explore approaches outside of the immediate disciplinary surround in order to find a means of understanding and analysing these processes. I discovered one in the influential anthropological theory of art put forward by Alfred Gell.
In his posthumously published book Art and Agency, Gell makes an innovative if controversial intervention in the anthropology of art, reacting against traditional anthropological approaches to the interpretation of art which place emphasis on aesthetic appreciation and the cultural ‘meanings’ that artworks encode. Gell perceived the dominance of aesthetics to be distinctly un-anthropological, arguing instead that an ‘anthropology of art’ should be about the transactional contexts in which artworks occur; that it ‘cannot be the study of the aesthetic principles of this or that culture, but of the mobilization of aesthetic principles (or something like them) in the course of social interaction’ (Gell, 1998: 4). Believing that anthropology’s key theme is the ‘social relationships’ between participants in a variety of social systems, Gell suggests a shift in focus from a cultural iconographic approach, to an intense sociological understanding of the production, circulation and reception of art objects. He further objects to the idea of communicated ‘symbolic meaning’ in art, replacing this concept with the notion that art is a system of ‘action’ (Ibid: 6). Gell summarises the difference this revision makes:

The ‘action’-centred approach to art is inherently more anthropological than the alternative semiotic approach because it is preoccupied with the practical mediatory role of art objects in the social process, rather than the interpretation of objects ‘as if’ they were texts. (Gell, 1998: 6).

Gell’s own theoretical approach therefore views works of art as objects accorded agency in the context of social relations between human actors.

While not wishing to take Gell’s arguments and propose an overarching ‘anthropology of stardom’, there are many reasons for thinking that his broad precept on art objects offers the beginnings of a new approach to the study of stars and stardom. First is the importance of the challenge his work makes to ‘semiotic’, textually-focused approaches to cultural products, and the proposal to explore instead the ways in which those products are mobilised within social processes. It is not difficult to see how this might be applied to the ways in which stars are utilised in mother-daughter relationships. Further to this, applying Gell’s ‘action’-centred approach to stars brings forth an entirely new set of considerations about the use of stars in people’s everyday lives and relations; it suggests that they have a more functional, applied role in social processes than traditional and semiotic approaches allow for. Finally, Gell’s proposition that the study of relationships ‘over the life course’ might permit a more expansive explanation of people’s behaviours in relation to cultural materials (Gell 1998: 11) prompted me to carry out, as one component of the overall research study, a detailed exploration of the phases through which mother-daughter-star relations proceed. 

The research study was also framed by engaging with sociological work on mother-daughter relationships. A useful entry point to writings on the topic is Carol Boyd’s 1989 article, which set out to summarise the then ‘state of the art’ regarding academic attention to the mother-daughter dyad (Boyd, 1989). Boyd identifies a factional distinction between the development of theory on this most intimate of female relationships and the undertaking of empirical research, a separation which has continued in the intervening decades. Theoretical work has tended to be dominated by feminist psychoanalytical approaches from the 1970s, which have been apt to understand and account for the relationship chiefly in terms of the potential ‘harm’ that might be done by a woman not experiencing a complete psychological separation from their mother (Hammer, 1976; Chodorow, 1978) and through conflicts arising over their mutual need for nurturance and autonomy (Flax, 1978). Empirical research however, that which has set out to investigate real mother-daughter samples and address ‘observable aspects’ of the relationship (Boyd, 1989: 293), has emerged from a much wider range of disciplines and theoretical perspectives. One of the key themes of these researches is transitions within the mother-daughter relationship - studies which view the relationship between mother and daughter as having a ‘life cycle’ (Fischer, 1981) – and exploring the particular points in the daughter’s life that might have a potentially significant impact on her relationship with her mother: such as the daughter’s adolescent years, her transition to marriage and motherhood and the mother’s old age.  This sociological work provides the theoretical underpinning, as well as a structure, for the discursive analyses below.

The article draws on selected material from a substantial audience research project conducted in two phases: an online quali-quantitative survey which recruited 92 mother-daughter pairs from across the UK, and a series of eight paired follow-up telephone interviews with dyads selected from the survey phase. By electing to use this quali-quantitative approach, I hoped to be able to conserve the considerable complexities of participants’ discourse, whilst at the same time being able to make broader statements of general patterns and distinctions and construct models of mother-daughter-star relations. Survey participants were enlisted by means of a recruitment letter for publication sent to local newspapers across the UK and a letter published in the Women’s Weekly magazine. Additional participants were accessed through contact with several women’s groups in the town of Aberystwyth, by means of flyers given out at a number of film screenings at Aberystwyth Arts Centre Cinema and broader email and web appeals. 
The first phase utilised quali-quantitative methods of analysis to explore the different kinds of mother-daughter-star relations found in the survey sample based on socio-demographic categories such as the participants’ self-defined class status, the age gap between mother and daughter, and the mother’s primary working status during the daughter’s childhood.​[1]​ Key findings from this phase included that ‘working class’ dyads predominantly shared in a preference for male stars, whereas ‘middle class’ pairs demonstrated more varying preferences with regard to gender; most commonly showing appreciations for stars of different genders, but with an increased importance placed on female stars. Such discoveries led to the identification of mother-daughter-star relation models which were then investigated in greater qualitative detail through extended telephone interviews with selected pairs that typified them. The choice of carrying out follow-up interviews by telephone was a fairly pragmatic one; as the mothers and daughters who completed the questionnaire were from all over the UK and often lived separately in locations at a distance from one another, joint face-to-face interviews would be both logistically and economically impractical. Separate telephone interviews meant the regrettable loss of a close analysis of contemporaneous mother-daughter interaction and non-verbal features such as their body language, facial expression, looks and gesture, however there were benefits in that respondents might be more open about the tenor of their mother-daughter relationship when their dyadic partner was not present, and that individual reminiscences of shared experiences relating to film stars deemed significant would not be influenced by their companion. Analyses of the telephone interviews used a combined analytical approach to discourse that coupled an Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis approach (see, for example, Smith and Osborn, 2008) with elements of Memory Studies (Kuhn, 2002).
The exploration of the interview transcripts enabled richer descriptions of trends found in the survey responses. For example, in relation to the aforementioned relationship between pairs’ star gender preferences and shared self-identified class status, ‘working class’ mother-daughter interactions about male stars were observed as operating as a means for the pair to negotiate constructions of ‘riskiness’ and ‘badness’ as attractive male qualities within a safe and private context during a daughter’s transition to adolescence, whereas for ‘middle class’ pairs female stars presented a range of role models for teenage daughters; someone to aspire to be like and also as models of different kinds of femininity (on the latter see Ralph, 2015 forthcoming). (Although such differences are clearly complex, these contrasts may reflect upon class appropriate conceptions of female sexual desire). The particular focus of this article however, is the important shift found to take place in regard of the various functions that stars of both genders perform within the mother-daughter relationship as the daughter makes various transitions to autonomy and adulthood. Establishing ‘selfhood’, completing education, setting up an independent home, coming to motherhood: these transitional moments or stages in the life-cycle of the mother-adult daughter relationship alter the character of their dyadic relations, which in turn calls for a shift in the function of stars in their interactions. While socio-demographic factors such as class and age gap between mother and daughter were found to be of less patterned significance here, such features will be drawn out where pertinent.
Establishing independence

I love her to bits, but we’re not in each other’s pockets we don’t ring each other every day, there’s a kind of health, what I would call a healthy separation undoubtedly. [Sarah – Mother 3]

Here one of the mothers interviewed, Sarah, invokes the psychological concept of ‘separation’ in the mother-daughter relationship to communicate that she and her daughter Jess are independent from one another and have an autonomous sense of self. As such she makes use of a distinctive feminist psychoanalytic discourse on mother-daughter relationships that has operated since the 1970s, whereby it is suggested that a daughter’s psychological separation from her mother in infancy is incomplete so that dyads tend to remain emotionally bound to one another, never really seeing each other as separate individuals. This ‘point of separation’ can, however, be achieved at any stage in a daughter’s life, not just during her early childhood (Hammer, 1976:165). Thus, a daughter’s psychological ‘separation’ from her mother, and the process by which she begins to forge her own individual identity and personal taste, cannot straightforwardly be tied to a particular age bracket or to a specific causal event or experience. However, it was possible to detect from all paired responses a sense in which these now adult daughters had, in a variety of ways, forged an independent identity during an earlier phase of their relations with their mothers. This pursuit of independence manifested itself with regard to their relations to stars and shared film-related experiences in two distinct ways. First, a small number of respondent accounts of conversations about stars during this transitional period are suggestive of the daughter beginning to develop a sense of a sexual ‘self’ or a more adult female identity. Secondly, and more substantially evidenced, reports by mothers and daughters indicate that as a daughter looks to become more independent she discovers or pursues her own individual tastes in both cultural products in general, and in film stars and genres. 

Sarah and her daughter Jess, who were the closest together in age of my mother-daughter pairs, presented the most intriguing and salient example of a daughter’s attempts to forge an independent sexual ‘self’. In their open-ended questionnaire responses and during their telephone interviews, both made reference to memories of an incident that occurred during Jess’s adolescence; an exchange that had taken place while watching Last of the Mohicans (1992) concerning the film’s star Daniel Day Lewis. Their interview responses are reproduced at length here because the recollections themselves are expansive:

Yeah well it was […] when my Mum was still alive who Jess was very close to and we were round my Mum’s house and I think Last of the Mohicans was on […] and we were I don’t know having some ridiculous discussion and she was suggesting that given the choice Daniel Day Lewis would choose her because she was young and beautiful and all of this kind of thing and I was saying that he wouldn’t go near her with a bargepole because she was young and stupid and I was far more his age and he could have a decent conversation with me and that would be fine and it ended up being a sort of not an argument but a sort of foolish piece of banter which my mother was, just, couldn’t believe that we were having this ridiculous conversation and was telling us to shut up and it wasn’t I mean it wasn’t in it was in jest but there was an element of both of us wanting to kind of win and obviously the ridiculous point was that that you know Daniel Day Lewis was not going to choose either of us [laughs] ever! [laughs] [...] but there was there was a sense of competition of kind of ‘well no obviously I’m far more interesting and I’m older and I have had a life and I know what to say’ and she was saying ‘yes but look at me I’m thin and beautiful and la-la-la!’… [Sarah - Mother 3]

I vividly remember this we’d just watched Last of the Mohicans at my Grandma’s house, at least I think it was at my Grandma’s house, and it was the first I’d seen it and I remember sort of us saying that he would always marry me not her because I was younger even though at the time I think his wife was older than him [laughs] and she would always say ‘No he’d have me because I’m more mature and know what I’m doing’ and it’s been an on-going  joke between the two of us especially Daniel Day Lewis but I think specifically in Last of the Mohicans not so much in other films but I just remember my Grandma sitting there going ‘you two are mad I don’t know what you’re fighting about’ [laughs] not understanding at all why we were [laughs] why we were having this kind of you know friendly banter. [Jess - Daughter 3]

These memory narratives of Sarah and Jess are in essence performed for me, as interviewer, in the fashion of the original exchange and rehearse what they recollect of each other’s dialogue (and that of Jess’s grandmother). This is in many ways reminiscent of the ‘girl talk’ mode which Kuhn identifies as being used in women’s memory stories of cinema-going in the 1930s (Kuhn, 2002: 116). She describes how her female respondents replayed the topics of their adolescent talk in the manner of their earlier interactions with their peers. The fact that Sarah and Jess have the smallest age gap of my mother-daughter pairs – Sarah was 19 when she had Jess – may conceivably provide an explanation for them presenting a similar, more contemporary, mode of ‘girl talk’ which had ostensibly had a very particular function in their past interactions. 

Though Sarah and Jess both now declare their exchanges during this incident were merely ‘banter’, more seems to be going on than this simplistic appraisal suggests. Their debate about who Day Lewis would find more attractive provides a unique insight into how an interaction such as this might offer a safe and secure platform for a daughter to begin to comprehend her own sexuality, perceived to be so key to achieving a secure personal and sexual identity by writers such as Hammer and Chodorow. The line of argument used by Jess shows her coming to recognize the power of her own sexuality and specifically the attractiveness of her youth, demonstrating an awareness of the distinctions made with regard to female sexuality at different life stages. What’s more, the spirited nature of their mother-daughter contest, the way in which they each wanted to ‘win’ Day Lewis, may be viewed as a means of playfully reproducing the sexual competitiveness between women found in wider society. However, in this case it is enacted within a safe and supportive arena: a comfortable context and with little at stake because Day Lewis was ‘not going to choose either of’ them. Their ‘friendly banter’ seems to offer Jess the opportunity to rehearse her sexual competitiveness and through her talk assert her own sexual ‘selfhood’ in a private and protected setting. 

A more strongly evidenced way in which daughters might begin to assert their autonomy during adolescence is through seeking out or ‘discovering’ their own cultural tastes and preferences. Though numerous examples were represented in the interviews, the following give a sense of how a daughter comes to develop her own personal cultural judgements:

I’ve always really admired Peter O’Toole I’ve never sort of shared her [laughing] complete obsession with him... [Jo - Daughter 5]

There are other genres that I don’t know that she likes sort of the, is it Guy Ritchie films sort of Snatch and Lock Stock and Two Smoking Barrels that I’ve no idea if she likes but I’ve kind of you know, have discovered myself, but I don’t think she influenced me in those. [Jess - Daughter 3]

She doesn’t like, Jim Carrey [laughs] as far as I know and she doesn’t like Hugh Grant very much, I think she thinks he’s a bit of a, yeah [laughs] [...] I don’t know I think she likes Will Smith as well [...] [pause] but obviously our taste can be quite different in some ways... [Fawn - Daughter 2]

These daughters’ responses demonstrate that at an undefined point in their past they began to expand upon or differentiate their own personal taste from that of their mothers’. Jo, whilst still sharing an interest with her mother Pat in Peter O’Toole, explains that she appreciates him in a rather different way, rather than having a ‘complete obsession’ like her mother, which implies a physical or romantic attraction. Jess’s response uses the word ‘discovered’ to convey that she has come to her liking of a particular body of films independently of her mother Sarah. Yet Fawn indicates that she is in fact more conscious of her mother Doreen’s dislikes with regard to stars, including Jim Carrey whom Fawn herself professes to like, and therefore the distinctions in their tastes. It is thus their differences that she seems to emphasise, thereby demonstrating that she has a taste distinct and separate from her mother and is thus her own person. Furthermore, to Fawn it is quite reasonable that they should have these differences in their film tastes. Her use of ‘obviously’ implies a common sense qualification for these distinctions for which she accordingly does not provide an explanation.

The transition to independent cultural evaluations is, of course, a great deal messier than is suggested by the sub-headed transitional moments and life marker stages that I am using in this article. A daughter’s sense of independent ‘selfhood’ and autonomy of taste may begin in early adolescence or at any point in the life cycle of her relationship with her mother. It is a transitional process unique to each mother-daughter dyad and may be influenced by any number of socio-demographic and life marker factors in both women’s lives. The following sub-section, for example, explores how a number of the daughters in these dyads gained new understandings and appreciations of film production and star performance through a specialised engagement with these subjects, and the bearing this has had on their mother-daughter interactions regarding stars and star performance.

Re-evaluations and Role reversal

Writings within the field of human development psychology suggest that the most widely used measures for determining whether an individual has reached adulthood are ‘role transitions’ (Kail and Cavanaugh, 2008). A role transition is identified as the process of assuming new responsibilities and duties, and in Western society those role transitions identified as determinants in reaching adulthood include finishing formal education, gaining full time employment, establishing an independent home, getting married and becoming a parent (Ibid: 359). A number of role transitions associated with emerging and young adulthood are considered in the remainder of this article in relation to the changing relations between mothers and daughters, and specifically the impact of these transitions on dyadic interactions involving star appreciations. The following responses, for example, demonstrate how daughters turned an interest that had been passed on to them by their mother - such as in acting, theatre or film - into an academic or professional concern, and how this leads to various role reversals in mother-daughter relations regarding stars:

And then you can, as she’s grown up you can sort of have discussions about the plot and characters and, and certainly because my daughters have both studied media at A level they will talk about, you know, the more technical aspects of the film as well and, you know, camera angles and those sort of things, as well as just talking about the story and the characters and, and the stars in it, there has been quite a lot, of discussion about all sorts of aspects... [Lynne - Mother 8]

I mean I think, he’s a very good actor. I think acting talent, cos I’m quite interested in drama myself I’ve studied drama so acting the actual you know embodying a character I find beli- making them believable as well cos I think sometimes some actors I know a lot of them do have like their own personal character traits I suppose but, some actors tend to play the same sort of characters over and over again, and I think with Colin Farrell he tries to do different roles. [Heather - Daughter 7]

The sense here is that an academic framing of media/film production, drama and acting may impact upon the criteria by which the daughters in these pairs evaluate what they see on screen. This can particularly be seen in Heather’s response where, having stated that she has ‘studied drama’, she goes on to demonstrate her learned knowledge by drawing upon discourses around acting and performance to offer reasons for her admiration of Colin Farrell. Yet in Lynne’s response it is also clear that the expertise her daughter has developed have affected mother-daughter interactions about, and around, film production. Lynne accounts for the changes in the character of her film-related conversations with Helen (and older daughter Pauline) as being related to the study of Media at A level. This has seemingly provided Helen with an understanding of the more ‘technical aspects’ of film, such as ‘camera angles’, and thus has altered the tenor of her exchanges with Lynne whilst they watch films together: it has moved beyond merely plot, character and ‘the stars in it’. In a reversal of the mother-daughter relationship’s instructing role, Helen is able to teach her mother about aspects of film production due to the expertise she has attained through her education. 
A further example of a reversal of roles in the mother-daughter relationship is to be found in the paired responses of Pat and Jo. Jo, a self-defined ‘drama aficionado’ who teaches drama and loves ‘theatrical things’, speaks of how she has ‘inherited a lot of people’ that her mother had admired when she was growing up, and in her 20s and 30s. However, there is a sense in which their mutual passion for the star Gerard Butler is an interest that has instead been passed from daughter to mother. Each describe attending a screening of The Phantom of the Opera (2004), motivated by a stage production of the musical they had seen together:

Well, first of all when after seeing Phantom of the Opera and becoming interested in him, we looked him up on the internet, found out a little bit more about him and found out that he had actually made quite a few films, prior to Phantom which I didn’t know about at the time, and so, both of us we’re both interested and we kind of [sent?] for some of the back- his back catalogue, of films, one of which was an adapt- it was a story of Attila the Hun, which was done for American television and it was really over the top, I can’t believe I’m sitting watching this really [laughs] but it was it was interesting [laughs] Another one was a version of Dracula, so having looked at his back catalogue and then we’ve sort of followed the films he’s made since. [Pat - Mother 5]

I don’t know why I just decided one day that I was actually going to Google him find out a little bit more about him, and, this website came up and it listed a whole load of things that he’d actually been in before, and I discovered that I’d actually seen him in a television series called The Trial, which had been on a couple of years earlier which I’d watched because it had two other actors in that I really liked Derek Jacobi and Anthony Sher and that was why I’d watched it, and he’d really, really impressed me the character that he’d played was very poignant and I’d actually found myself at the end thinking ‘I don’t know who he is but he’s really really good’... Jo [Daughter 5 -]

Though they encountered Butler for the first time together, and their responses suggest they have shared in researching his off-screen life and watching his ‘back catalogue’, it is Jo’s passion for him that seems to have been the motivational force behind their shared appreciation. Jo’s use of the singular ‘I’ here is suggestive of her being the chief instigator of her and Pat’s shared passion for Butler, and she later refers to her interest in the star developing into ‘a little bit of an obsession’. Nevertheless, her mother has been very much involved in this pursuit, or has conceivably ensured her own inclusion in it. Pat’s recurrent use of the pronoun ‘we’ indicates that she perceives their relations to Butler to be a shared currency between them, one which has created collective experiences and memories and will potentially continue to do so. This is very much a reversal of other shared star interests that they declare in their interviews, ones such as Peter O’Toole whom Jo had ‘inherited’ from Pat, in that there has been a transmission of star taste from daughter to mother.

There are further instances of reverse transmission of star tastes among the aforementioned mother-daughter dyads. In the following two responses, for example, it is stated quite explicitly:

But again I think with myself as well, because I like Colin Farrell and a lot of the younger stars I think again she’s, that’s sparked her interest maybe in the younger stars that maybe if she’d been a single woman or didn’t have, you know, didn’t have a daughter, she might, you know, they might have just sort of passed her by... [Heather - Daughter 7]

Johnny Depp’s one of her favourites, she likes, to watch films with Johnny Depp and [...] … yeah… [...] and I quite like him as well I must admit. [Both laugh] But, but that, is often because, with people like that, because Helen watched them and got me into watching them as well, if you like. So she’s, as well as me having an influence on her, she’s certainly had an influence on me. [Lynne - Mother 8]

Both Heather and Lynne make clear that a reversal in the transmission of star preferences has been a supplementary feature of their dyad’s relations to film stars. In these pairs, as in the case of Pat and Jo, just as the mother had introduced an interest in particular film stars to her daughter during her childhood and adolescence, in adulthood the daughter has familiarised her mother with (typically contemporary) stars of her own preference and these have become an additional shared star appreciation.

The discussions above point to a switch in roles within mother-daughter relations to stars whereby the mothers in each of these dyads have undertaken not only to accept their daughters’ new star appreciations but actively engage with them themselves. It is my proposition that they do this in order to sustain a connection with their now adult daughters by means of a contemporary shared interest, yet one which crucially builds upon already established shared star appreciations during the daughter’s childhood and adolescence. The theoretical and empirical approaches that have been taken to the mother-daughter relationship, as summarised above, have largely neglected transitional stages such as a daughter’s move into further or higher education and attaining employment, yet these responses point to the significance of this line of enquiry. Furthermore, such scholarship has tended to treat the relationship as hermetic; as though there is little or no relevance between what goes on within their relations and wider society and culture. Responses such as these demonstrate that in reality mothers and daughters draw upon cultural models to think about themselves, their position in the public spheres of education and employment, and their relations with one another. In these particular instances, mothers are seen striving to share in their daughter’s enthusiasms for younger, next-generation stars in order to ground themselves in the emergent cultural worlds that their adult daughters now inhabit.

A life apart: revisiting and reminiscence

A daughter’s transition to independent living clearly does not happen according to a standardised time-frame and may occur for a number of different reasons. Thus among my interview respondents, where the daughters’ ages ranged from 21 to 53, there were two daughters who were yet to leave the parental home and others who had evidently been living independently for a considerable time prior to the interview. What was made plain from these women’s responses was that living apart, particularly if there was a sizeable distance between the mother’s and daughter’s homes, was perceived to have a significant impact upon their interactions and relations with one another. This, in a number of ways, has led to a change in the quality, and importantly the status, of the shared times mothers and daughters now spend together.

Among the responses of these particular dyads there were demonstrations of pairs consciously wishing to recreate shared times which, in the past, were fairly habitual but are now rendered special by their rarity. This fondness for re-enacting familiar experiences from the past is found particularly in the responses of mother-daughter pair Heather and Emily:

I still have the same sort of warm feelings, towards it and when I do go back, cos quite often it’ll just be for a weekend or something, you know they’ll sometimes suggest going out, I feel that you know I just want to be in and you know just sort of, yeah as I say, it’s sort of cwtchy-time whether it’s sitting around talking or sitting around watching films together [...] I guess I don’t know, going out for a meal and that sort of thing, I don’t feel that we have to do that, when we can just all be at home together enjoying each other’s company if that makes sense? [Emily - Daughter 6]

I love it when she comes to stay and she chooses films because my husband will always say ‘oh no, no I don’t want to see that film’ [laughs] so when she comes to stay we watch films that we like [laughs]. [Heather - Mother 6]

Emily’s description of the ‘warm feelings’ she holds for film-viewing experiences with both Heather and her father are suggestive of a nostalgia for past times which she carries into their present shared moments. Her preference for remaining in the family home and having ‘cwtchy-time’​[2]​  as she terms it, rather than making a more distinctive effort to spend time together as a family elsewhere, points to a wish to replicate familiar childhood experiences. Heather’s response, though of a different tenor to her daughter’s, demonstrates a similar sense of rehearsed intimacy in their family film-viewing. Her response hints at a regularly played out and faintly mischievous collaboration between Heather and her daughter to watch films that they specifically share an appreciation of on the occasions when Emily visits her parents. This ostensibly indicates an established repertoire of films that have been mutually enjoyed by mother and daughter, and a knowledge of each other’s film preferences, born of shared film-viewing experiences over many years. 

There is an additional way in which some respondents revisit, or reminisce upon, a shared mother-daughter interest in the face of living apart, and that is through the collecting of products or ancillary materials that are associated with their mutual passion. The quotation by Jo which opens this article offers a distinctive example. Jo and her mother Pat’s aforementioned interest in Peter O’Toole, and Pat’s particular passion for him in Lawrence of Arabia, has led to the light-hearted custom of her collecting - and the family buying her as gifts – camel-related objects. Jo remarks later in her interview that watching O’Toole in Lawrence of Arabia with her mother at the age of ‘about thirteen or fourteen’ had been a defining moment in her enduring passion for screen and stage acting, and thus the film holds a similar cachet for her. Their shared passion, and the memories that are associated with it, are thus consciously sustained through the act of giving and receiving these ancillary objects. A more orthodox instance of reminiscence through ancillary star products is provided by Emily:

Well I did have but I did clear out all my videos, but I’m hoping for my birthday there’s a DVD box-set of I don’t know how many of his films about, I don’t know twenty or thirty of them, which I’m hoping to get for my birthday this year. I think it’ll keep me happy forever! [laughs] [Sarah: [laughs] Who do you hope will get you that?] I’ve ordered some gift vouchers from a couple of my siblings. [Emily - Daughter 6 ]

Emily’s response is made in reference to her top favourite star from her questionnaire responses: Cary Grant. To contextualise this particular answer within her overall interview, Emily had previously described how maintaining an interest in a star such as Grant is perhaps easier than for a more contemporary star due to regular television repeats and the possibility of purchasing films at a lower cost because they are in the ‘cheaper ranges’. This prompted an unscheduled interview question on whether she herself possessed an extensive collection of Grant’s films. Her subsequent answer here indicates that Emily is seemingly in the process of updating her film collection from video to DVD format. Yet there is a further element to this response. Grant features in many of what Emily terms ‘family films’. These are films which she recalls watching regularly with her parents and siblings during her childhood, such as The Philadelphia Story (1940), Suspicion (1941) and Charade (1963). Emily’s revived wish to possess a collection of Grant’s films, having had a ‘clear out’ in the past, may also indicate a desire to revisit or reconnect with the ‘cwtchy’ family film-viewing experiences of her past. The fact that it is her siblings who are to contribute towards the Grant box-set adds weight to a correlation between these films and shared family times.





A daughter’s transition to motherhood is a particularly significant marker in the mother-daughter relationship, one which may prompt a restructuring of their previously established relations. Sociological research has found that the event initiates in both women a reconsideration of each other’s relative roles and leads to an increase in their involvement in each other’s lives (Fischer, 1981). The reordering of mother-daughter relations by a daughter’s coming to motherhood is aptly illustrated by Sarah’s response here:

I think obviously things have changed for her since she’s become a Mum herself and I’ve become a Grandma… [...] I think that that’s made us a lot closer that it’s yeah that whole kind of family thing has been emphasised a bit because she she’s now got children of her own whereas before you know she was an independent adult and perhaps we would’ve only caught up with each other now and again with the grandchildren the twins there’s, I suppose my role has changed that I’m not only now kind of Mum to an adult I’m a Grandmother and that kind of gives me a slightly different status I suppose... [Sarah - Mother 3]

Sarah attributes a re-established closeness with Jess to her having recently become a mother, and her use of the discursive marker ‘obviously’ indicates that she feels this change in their level of attachment is to be expected. Importantly, she claims that there has been a greater degree of interaction within the dyad since the birth of Jess’s twins as she has sought to build a relationship with her daughter’s new family.

Though a daughter having her own children may lead to a greater level of contact between mother and daughter, this inevitably will be of a different character than their former relations. It is unsurprising therefore that a number of participant responses suggest that shared film-viewing times between them have come to be shaped by the daughter’s own motherhood. As indicated by these kinds of responses:

There was one time when [pause] I was on my I was living on my own with my little boy and my Mum came over to keep me company and we ended up watching Miss Congeniality and it was really nice cos we just kind of, we both enjoyed the film Mum thought it was quite funny and we just cuddled up on the sofa and it was really nice. [Fawn - Daughter 2]

We’re quite companionable these days and don’t mind sitting down and watching something together, sometimes I get her to watch something a little bit more serious but, where she’s pregnant and a bit emotional at the moment I tend to stick to Shrek and [laughs] things like that it’s safer! [Doreen - Mother 2]

Our daughter lives in the States, our oldest daughter, and when we go there, we’ll watch films together either with the grandchildren, you know, a family film and we’ll make popcorn and sit and share a huge, gigantic bowl of popcorn together or if the kids have gone to bed we’ll watch films together... [Heather - Mother 6]

The first thing of note is that the opening pair of responses depict individual shared moments between a mother and daughter, while the final pair present more general descriptions of family film-viewing experiences involving grandchildren. The first two responses, given by mother-daughter pair Doreen and Fawn, are illustrative of particular moments within Fawn’s transition to motherhood which have brought about alterations in their shared film-viewing habits. Fawn speaks with great warmth of the occasion when Doreen provided her with company while she was living alone with her young son, and her use of the word ‘just’ here suggests there was an effortlessness and simplicity to the experience which she took pleasure in. Doreen’s response indicates that she similarly enjoys the ‘companionable’ times she now spends watching films with her daughter. Yet there is an important sense in which their current film-viewing involves a degree of compromise due to Fawn’s pregnancy. While at other times Doreen has persuaded Fawn to watch some of the more ‘serious’ films that she particularly enjoys, she is sensitive to her daughter’s current susceptibility to emotion and so compromises with ‘safer’, more family-oriented films like Shrek (2001). Doreen and Fawn’s responses illustrate how film-viewing experiences are modified or altered according to the function they fulfil within the relationship. The final response in the above set is indicative of a more general alteration to film-related experiences involving the wider family of the dyad. Heather (speaking on interactions with her oldest daughter rather than her research partner daughter Emily) describes a typical mode of domestic family film-viewing where film choices on these occasions are now determined by the presence of the grandchildren.

The discussions here might ostensibly appear unconnected to mothers’ and daughters’ shared film star tastes, yet this in itself is significant. There is a sense from the above responses that a daughter’s transition to motherhood increases the degree of contact within the dyad, echoing Fischer’s findings regarding there being a reordering or “reorientation” of the relationship and more involvement in each other’s lives (Fischer, 1981: 621). Yet these responses also suggest an alteration in the character of their contact and conversations. Opportunities for exchanges about cultural products such as film stars between mothers and daughters are reduced by a number of factors: the presence of extended family, the kinds of ‘family’ films that are now watched, and the precedence of other types of conversations as a result of the daughter’s coming to motherhood. However, there is more going on here than just a reduction in occasions for watching films and talking about stars together. Other topics have now become a communicative coinage between the pair, with their talk now concerning a shared interest in their children or grandchildren. Their shared resource is the fact they now both are identified as mothers. Yet while stars are not their contemporary currency of communication, film-related experiences and conversations about stars that they had in the past still hold significance within current relations, as is comprehensively illustrated by Sarah and Jess’ recreation of their fight over Daniel Day Lewis. They operate now as shared memories that can be called upon in their conversations as a means of reinforcing or strengthening a shared past. In other words, there appears to be a broader shift in the role that stars have within mother-daughter relations when a daughter comes to motherhood, one which, when viewed alongside the preceding accounts of the role of shared star tastes and conversations in other mother-daughter life phases, proposes that the sharing of interests in stars plays successive functions according to the life cycle of their relationship.
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^1	  The questionnaire did not incorporate questions on other socio-demographic characteristics, such as ethnicity or sexual orientation, and the use of telephone interviews in the second qualitative phase meant that the possibility of determining patterned distinctions by ethnicity were also unable to be realized at a later stage. It was decided that in the case of these characteristics the onus would be on the participant to assert voluntarily whether they felt their ethnicity or sexual orientation was relevant to their relationship with their mother, or their shared relations to particular stars. Though more structured enquiries into potential differences in mother-daughter responses according to ethnicity and sexuality may have proved sensitive, it is noted that their inclusion might have brought to light additional functions that film stars may perform within particular models of mother-daughter relationship. As it is, the respondent sample might be viewed as a fairly socially-normative group of white heterosexual British women.
^2	  ‘Cwtch’ is a Welsh word meaning to hug or to cuddle up together. Therefore Emily’s vernacular expression ‘cwtchy-time’ is potentially a family adaptation of this term suggestive of spending time cuddled up together, and has connotations of feeling comforted and safe. I am grateful to Kate Egan for her specialist guidance on the use of this term in a Welsh context.
